
Quebec City May Ringing Weekend 2023 Ringing Goals (May 26-29, 2023) 
(To help with making the ringing schedule) 

Name: __________________ Name on Bellboard ___________________ Year started ringing __________ 

Please include both how you like to be called, and the exact name that you use on Bellboard. 
Note: If you are not yet on Bellboard, think what exact name you want to use for your records – it is almost impossible to change it once it is on. 

The members of the local band will ensure that practices are run smoothly, but we need teachers, conductors, and solid ringers to help those who 
are learning and improving in their methods.  Please send in the form if you are probably coming, even if you are not absolutely sure. It helps to set 
up a schedule made to measure for the ringers.  Answer ‘yes’ to the highest level that applies to you, or put in comments to clarify.  
Note that, except for indicating that you would be happy to teach a session, a ‘yes’ does not indicate a promise to help, or even to go to a session 
involving something that interests you, if something more interesting comes up.  
Please complete and email  to QuebecRingers@POBox.com by the middle of April or email Andrea Falk andrea.falk@gmail.com 

 I would be happy to teach 
during a session. 

I would be happy to ring, 
conduct, or stand behind 
for ringing or conducting, 
but not teach. 

I am comfortable with the 
methods, and would like 
help to learn to conduct. 

I am pretty comfortable 
with  the methods. I just 
need more practise in 
ringing them. 

I do not have experience 
ringing the methods, but 
would like to try. 

Rounds      

Call Changes      

Plain Hunt      

Plain Doubles 
Methods 

     

Stedman Doubles      

Plain Minor       

Treble Bob Minor      

Surprise Minor       

Plain Triples Methods      

Stedman Triples      

Plain Major      

Treble Bob Major      

Surprise Major      

Ring down/up in peal      

My goals for the weekend 

To ring as much as humanly possible.  

To ring a lot of quarter peal attempts.  

To improve in a specific skill or method.  

To help less experienced ringers improve their ringing.  

To enjoy a pleasant mix of ringing, socializing, and going for meals with 
fellow ringers, with perhaps a quarter attempt. 

 

Something else?  

Quarter peal request 

Method  __________________________________ As a ringer only  ___________________________________ 

Method  __________________________________ As a ringer only  ____________________________________ As a conductor  _____________ 

Method  __________________________________ As a ringer only  ____________________________________ As a conductor  _____________ 

Number of Quarters rung  _____ Of those, number conducted _____ Number of Peals rung  _____   Of those, number conducted _____ 

  

mailto:andrea.falk@gmail.com


Example of how to fill out the Ringing Form 
 

Name   Andrea Mary Falk Name on Bellboard   Andrea Falk Year started ringing   2008 

 I would be happy 
to teach during  
a session. 

I would be happy to 
ring, conduct, or stand 
behind for ringing  
or conducting, but  
not teach. 

I am comfortable with the 
methods, and would like help 
to learn to conduct. 

I am pretty 
comfortable with  
the methods. 
I just need more 
practise in ringing 
them. 

I do not have experience ringing 
the methods, but would like  
to try. 

Rounds  yes    

Call Changes  yes    

Plain Hunt  yes    

Plain Doubles 
Methods 

 yes    

Stedman Doubles  yes    

Plain Minor    yes, plain and little bob   

Treble Bob Minor    yes, Kent have rung Oxford TB online 

Surprise Minor     yes, Cambridge have rung London online 

Plain Triples Methods   yes, GS and PB   

Stedman Triples   yes   

Plain Major    plain bob double norwich 

Treble Bob Major     Kent 

Surprise Major     have rung online  

Ring up/down in peal      

My goals for the weekend 

To ring as much as humanly possible. yes! 

To ring a lot of quarter peal attempts. yes! 

To improve in a specific skill or method. yes, surprise major 

To help less experienced ringers improve their ringing. will help in their quarter attempts 

To enjoy a pleasant mix of ringing, socializing, and going for meals with fellow ringers, 
with perhaps a quarter attempt. 

 

Something else?  

Quarter peal request 

Method  Cambridge Surprise Major  As a ringer only  would be first inside surprise major  

Method  Stedman Triples  As a ringer only  yes As a conductor ________ 

Method  Anything others want to do, if I can ring it  As a ringer only  yes As a conductor  ok to conduct Grandsire Doubles 

Number of Quarters rung   79 Of those, number conducted  7 Number of Peals rung   1   Of those, number conducted   0 


